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About This Game

PIRATADO 1
Game for HTC Vive and Oculus rift CV 1.

-----
+ You can play game without VR Mode !

Press "SPACE" button - Activate / Deactivate VR Mode !
Recommended System Requirements without VR Mode :
Processor Intel Core i5-3330, AMD FX-6300, or better

Video NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti or AMD Radeon R7 260X or better
Memory 4 GB RAM

-----
Sci-fi war action shooter.

Science-fiction space simulator.

The graphics are impressive and gameplay shows great potential.
There are 45 levels to play through, all of which must be unlocked progressively.

There are 24 spaceships.
To Be Continued...

Control - Xbox One Controller or Mouse.

Copyright (C), Ryabov Eduard, 2016.
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Dead game without potential.. I honestly think this game COULD and WOULD have been better than Guns of Icarus had
Ludocraft actually stuck with it and supported it. That being said, the game is long dead and completely abandoned by the devs.
It's a shame, really.... Game is unplayable & runs like trash. Was an amazing game (on the original console) back in the day but
now... now it can't even handle people using the Main Menu without auto-terminating itself when using Steam. Don't buy, save
your money & your time. A short interactive novel, where most of the endings are very bad... and frankly, even the ones you
live through aren't the greatest... Decent plot, nice setting, and spooky events.

Would suggest getting it on discount, but still a decent read.. I truly love this game. I cannot wait to see more gameplay added! I
have already gotten my money's worth of this game. There are a few things i would like to say. There are the most glitches with
multiplayer. I totally understand that it is Early-Access. But i feel that these bugs should be noticed. Many times the
computers/generators do not work even when the time limit is up. In the forest and police station, sometimes the doors dont
open, but if you walk up to them, they will let you out. I also feel like the forest map is being over-played.
Devs if you are reading this, thank you.
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This game could be really wholesome and relaxing. Sadly, it's just unnerving and frustrating because it has one of the worst
controls I ever encountered.. This is a waste of your time, do not download!
Credits are longer then the film itself..... Absolutely charming game with "world revolving" mechanic that feels similar to PSP's
LocoRoco (both in terms of gameplay and aestethics). Cute art-style, nice music, simple controls, lots of short (but sometimes
really challenging) levels and surprisingly addictive gaming process - I can definitely recommend The Big Journey even to those
gamers who think that it looks like a project that was made only for children, especially if they never played mentioned
LocoRoco.. Pretty decent game, but AI ran into a bug when I enabled the FOV mode and the game wont launch anymore...

Also from the two games that I played I got mad motion sickness.....

Hope to see it polished up a bit, and hopefully I can get used to the motion sickness.. I love this game. I did a review on my
channel. Search up dannyfinest if you want to know about the game before buying. I highly recommend buying the game :). I
just done using this i was able to update my AMD drivers, i couldn't update it manually before because i was getting many
problems so i had to use a previous version of it. Fast installation now everything working fine :D

PS: After updating your drivers, make sure to scan again to verify if its needed any additional update.. This game is just Cancer
to my computer because it's just... BAD, because first it's a Pay to win game like a 1000 of in game credit cost a 100$! ARE
YOU KIDDING ME, THAT'S LIKE A WEEK OF FOOD FOR ME! Second of all the controls are just terrible like I can't fly
the thing, and devs... there's a thing called a mouse. Third, the graphics look like it's from a Nintendio DS game. FOURTH, The
physics in the game are just horrendious like the planes are bouncy when I crash to the ground. Fifth, The audio of the plane
sounds terrible, like with the enemy aircraft sounds like a space weapon going off. So for conclusion, Just get War Thunder it's
free and it's better than this cancer, and guys and gals... don't get this game
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